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Abstract
The Morrison–Kawamata Cone Conjecture predicts that the action of the automor-
phism group on the effective nef cone and the action of the pseudo-automorphism group
on the effective movable cone of a klt Calabi-Yau pair have rational, polyhedral fun-
damental domains. In [CPS], we proved the conjecture for certain blowups of Fano
manifolds of index n− 1. In this paper, we consider the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture
for blowups of Fano manifolds of index n− 2.
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1. Introduction
Cones of divisors play a central role in birational geometry. Consequently, it is a basic
issue to understand these cones for important classes of algebraic varieties. By the Cone
Theorem of Mori-Kawamata-Kolla´r-Reid-Shokurov [KM, Theorem 3.7], the nef cone of
a Fano manifold is rational polyhedral. By Birkar–Cascini–Hacon–McKernan [BCHM],
the effective and movable cones of a Fano manifold are also rational polyhedral. In con-
trast, as soon as the anti-canonical bundle −KX is not ample, these cones may have
infinitely many extremal rays. For example, the nef cone of a K3 surface with infinitely
many (−2)-curves is not polyhedral.
Nevertheless, the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture [Mo, Ka2, To1] predicts that for
a Calabi-Yau manifold (or more generally a klt Calabi-Yau pair), the effective nef and
the effective movable cones have rational, polyhedral fundamental domains for the ac-
tion of the automorphism and the pseudo-automorphism groups, respectively. (See §2
for the precise statement.) Despite significant progress in many cases, the conjecture re-
mains open, even for Calabi–Yau threefolds. The essential difficulty is producing enough
automorphisms on a variety with complicated birational geometry.
In this paper, we study certain blowups of complex Fano manifolds of index n− 2 and
verify the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture for them. For n ≥ 4, let Z be an n-dimensional
Fano manifold of index n−2 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. These
manifolds are classified ([IP], [Mu], see §3). Write −KZ = (n−2)H for an ample divisor
H and let V ⊂ |H| be a general (n − 2)-dimensional linear system with base locus C.
Let X be the blowup of Z along C. Then | −KX | is a basepoint-free linear system that
defines a K3 fibration over Pn−2. By Bertini’s Theorem, we can take a smooth divisor D
in the linear system |−2KX | and set ∆ = 12D . Then the pair (X,∆) is a klt Calabi-Yau
pair and the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture applies. Our first result is the following.
Theorem (4·1). The nef cone Nef(X) is contained in the effective cone and is a ratio-
nal, polyhedral cone. In particular, the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture on the effective
nef cone holds for X.
We next study the conjecture for movable cones. We resolve the conjecture in several
interesting cases. It is easy to show (see Corollary 4·3) that the conjecture is true when
ρ(Z) = 1, so we concentrate on the higher Picard rank case. We show the following.
Theorem (§6, 7). Let Z be one of the following Fano manifolds:
(i) P1 × P3
(ii) the blowup of a cone over a quadric threefold at the vertex
(iii) P1 × V , where V is a del Pezzo manifold of Picard rank one
(iv) P1 × P1 × P1 × P1
(v) the double cover of P2 × P2 branched over a divisor of type (2, 2)
(vi) P3 × P3, or a bi-linear section of it, namely the flag variety F (1, 3; 4) or the
intersection of two divisors of type (1, 1).
Let −KZ = (n − 2)H and V ⊂ |H| a linear system that is general in cases (i)–(iv) or
very general in cases (v) and (vi). Let X be the blowup of Z along the base locus of V .
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Then the Morrison–Kawamata Cone Conjecture on the effective movable cone holds for
X. In the first three cases the movable cone has finitely many faces; in the last two it has
infinitely many faces.
In [CPS], we proved the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture for certain blowups of Fano
manifolds of index n−1. These manifolds have elliptic fibrations and the group structure
on the generic fiber provides a source of birational automorphisms that suffice to verify
the conjecture. In the present case, we use automorphisms of the K3 fibers, guaranteed
to exist by the Global Torelli Theorem, to find birational automorphisms of our varieties.
However, the implementation is much more complicated for two reasons. First, the base
locus of the linear series V is a curve rather than finitely many points, which makes
understanding effective and movable divisor classes much more difficult. Second, the
fibers are K3 surfaces, which unlike curves can have complicated cones of divisors and
automorphism groups.
In spite of these difficulties, we are able to verify the conjecture in the stated cases.
Interestingly, the different cases exhibit radically different behavior. In some cases, the
K3 fibers have finite automorphism group, and the birational geometry of the total space
is simple. In others, the K3 surface has infinite, even highly non-abelian automorphism
group, and the birational geometry of the total space is correspondingly complicated.
Organization of the paper
In §2 we give a precise statement of the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture. In §3 we recall
Mukai’s classification of Fano manifolds of index n−2, and analyze the fundamental linear
system on such manifolds. This analysis is used in §4 to give a proof of the conjecture
for the nef cone in all cases. In §5, we collect some general results needed to study the
conjecture for the movable cone. In particular, we discuss Looijenga’s Theorem 5·1 on
fundamental domains, and the “Lifting” Theorem 5·6 allowing us to pass from the nef
cone of the general fiber to the movable cone of the total space. In §6, we study the
conjecture for P1 × P3, the blowup of the cone over a quadric threefold, and P1 × V ,
where V is a del Pezzo manifold of Picard rank one. In §7, we study the branched double
cover of P2 × P2, P3 × P3 and its bi-linear sections, and P1 × P1 × P1 × P1.
Except where otherwise specified, we work over the complex numbers C. The main ex-
ception is in Section 5, where we consider varieties over function fields.
2. The Morrison–Kawamata conjecture
In this section, we recall the precise statement of the Morrison–Kawamata Cone Con-
jecture.
A rational polyhedral cone in a real vector space with a Q-structure is a closed, convex
cone generated by finitely many rational extremal rays. A finite rational polyhedral cone
Π is a fundamental domain for the action of a group G on a cone C if C = G ·Π and the
interiors of Π and gΠ are disjoint for 1 6= g ∈ G.
Let X be a projective variety. A line bundle L on X is nef if L · C ≥ 0 for every
proper curve C on X. It is movable if its base locus has codimension at least 2 in X.
Let N1(X) denote the Ne´ron-Severi space of X. The classes of nef line bundles generate
a closed convex cone in N1(X) called the nef cone Nef(X). Similarly, we denote by
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Mov(X) the smallest closed cone containing the classes of all movable line bundles. Let
Nef(X)e and Mov(X)e denote the effective nef cone and the effective movable cone, which
are the subcones of the nef and movable cones generated by effective Cartier divisors,
respectively.
A pseudo-isomorphism from X1 to X2 is a birational map which is an isomorphism in
codimension one. A small Q-factorial modification (SQM) of X is a pseudo-isomorphism
from X to another Q-factorial projective variety X ′. If α : X 99K X ′ is an SQM, then
pullback of divisors gives an identification N1(X ′) ∼= N1(X) under which Nef(X ′)e is
identified with a subcone of Mov(X)e. We abuse notation and also denote this subcone
by Nef(X ′)e.
Let ∆ be an R-divisor on a normal Q-factorial variety X. Then the pair (X,∆) is klt
if, for all resolutions pi : X˜ → X with a simple normal crossing R-divisor ∆˜ such that
KX˜ +∆˜ = pi
∗(KX +∆), the coefficients of ∆˜ are less than 1. In particular, if X is smooth
and D is a smooth divisor on X, then (X, rD) is klt for any r < 1. The pair (X,∆) is a
klt Calabi–Yau pair if (X,∆) is a Q-factorial klt pair with ∆ effective such that KX + ∆
is numerically trivial.
Let Aut(X,∆), respectively PsAut(X,∆), denote the group of automorphisms, re-
spectively pseudo-automorphisms, of X which preserve a divisor ∆. These groups act on
N1(X) preserving the cones Nef(X)e and Mov(X)e, respectively. Moreover, the action of
PsAut(X,∆) permutes the effective nef cones Nef(X ′)e of SQMs inside the movable cone
[Ka2, Lemma 1.5]. Denote the images of these groups in GL(N1(X)) by Aut∗(X,∆) and
PsAut∗(X,∆). With these conventions, the Morrison–Kawamata cone conjecture states
the following.
Conjecture 2·1 (Morrison–Kawamata). Let (X,∆) be a klt Calabi–Yau pair over a
field k. Then:
(i) The number of Aut(X,∆)-equivalence classes of faces of Nef(X)e corresponding
to birational contractions or fiber space structures is finite. Moreover, there exists
a rational polyhedral cone Π which is a fundamental domain for the action of
Aut∗(X,∆) on Nef(X)e.
(ii) The number of PsAut(X,∆)-equivalence classes of nef cones Nef(X ′)e in the cone
Mov(X)e corresponding to SQMs α : X ′ 99K X is finite. Moreover, there exists
a rational polyhedral cone Π′ which is a fundamental domain for the action of
PsAut∗(X,∆) on Mov(X)e.
The conjecture has been proved for Calabi–Yau surfaces by Looijenga–Sterk and
Namikawa [St, Na], for klt Calabi–Yau pairs of dimension 2 by Totaro [To2], for Calabi–
Yau fiber spaces of dimension 3 over a positive-dimensional base by Kawamata [Ka2],
and for abelian varieties by the second author [PS2]. For Calabi–Yau 3-folds there are
significant results by Oguiso–Peternell [O], Szendro¨i [Sz], Uehara [Ue], and Wilson [W].
The conjecture has been verified for (2, 2, . . . , 2) divisors in (P1)n by Cantat and Oguiso
[CO] and for certain blowups of Fano manifolds of index n− 1 in [CPS]. However, the
full conjecture remains open.
3. Fano manifolds of index n− 2
Let n ≥ 4 be an integer. In this section, we recall the classification of n-dimensional
Fano manifolds of index n− 2 for the reader’s convenience. We refer the reader to [AC],
[Mu], [IP] and [Wi] for more details.
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Definition 3·1. A projective manifold Z is called Fano if its anticanonical line bundle
OZ(−KZ) is ample. The index iZ of a Fano manifold Z is the largest positive integer m
for which there exists a line bundle A on Z such that OZ(−KZ) = A⊗m.
The index of an n-dimensional Fano manifold Z is at most n+1, with equality if and only
if Z = Pn. Fano manifolds of index n are quadric hypersurfaces [KO]. Fano manifolds of
index n− 1, known as del Pezzo manifolds, were classified by Fujita [F].
Mukai manifolds
Fano manifolds of dimension n and index n − 2 are called Mukai manifolds. In [Wi],
Wi´sniewski classified Fano n-folds Z of index at least n+12 and ρ(Z) ≥ 2. His theorem
implies that Fano n-folds with n ≥ 5, ρ(Z) ≥ 2 and iZ = n− 2 are
P3 × P3, P2 ×Q3, F (1, 3; 4), Bll P5,
where Q3 is a quadric threefold, F (1, 3; 4) is the partial flag variety parameterizing partial
flags F1 ⊂ F3 in a four-dimensional vector space and Bll(P5) is the blowup of P5 along a
line.
The Fano n-folds with ρ(Z) = 1 and iz = n− 2 are also classified [Mu], [IP]. We will
not need the detailed classification since we will see (Remark 4·3) that the Morrison–
Kawamata conjecture is easy to verify in this case. For the reader’s convenience, we note
that the Mukai n-folds with n ≥ 4 and ρ(Z) = 1 are the following.
(M1) A quadric section of the cone over G(2, 5) and its linear sections,
(M2) Certain homogeneous varieties and their linear sections:
(a) The spinor variety OG+(5, 10),
(b) The Grassmannian G(2, 6),
(c) The symplectic Grassmannian SG(3, 6), and
(d) The five-dimensional G2 homogeneous variety G2/P2.
(M3) Certain complete intersections in projective space and weighted projective spaces:
(a) Quartic hypersurfaces X4 ⊂ Pn+1,
(b) (2, 3) complete intersections X2,3 ⊂ Pn+2,
(c) (2, 2, 2) complete intersections X2,2,2 ⊂ Pn+3,
(d) A degree 6 hypersurface in the weighted projective space P(3, 1, . . . , 1), and
(e) A degree (2, 2) complete intersection in the weighted projective space P(2, 1, . . . , 1).
Mukai fourfolds
Finally, we list the Fano fourfolds with iZ = 2 and ρ(Z) ≥ 2 [IP].
(F1) P1 × V , where V is a del Pezzo threefold,
(F2) Certain complete intersections in products of homogeneous varieties:
(a) A divisor of type (1, 2) in P2 × P3,
(b) A divisor of type (1, 1) in P2 ×Q3, and
(c) An intersection of two divisors of type (1, 1) in P3 × P3,
(F3) The blowups BllQ
4, Blq Q
4 of a quadric fourfold along a line l and a conic q whose
plane is not contained in Q4,
(F4) A double cover of P2 × P2 branched along a divisor of type (2, 2),
(F5) The blowup of a cone over a quadric threefold at the vertex,
(F6) P(E), where E = OP3(−1)⊕OP3(1) or E is the null-correlation bundle on P3,
(F7) P1 × P3.
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The linear system |H|
Let Z be a Mukai manifold of dimension n ≥ 4. In each case, we can write −KZ =
(n− 2)H for an ample divisor H. We now analyze the linear system |H|.
Homogeneous Z
Let Z be a homogeneous Mukai manifold or a linear section of one. If ρ(Z) = 1 (case
M2), then H is the ample generator of Pic(Z) and the class of the Schubert divisor. The
complete linear system |H| defines the Plu¨cker embedding of Z. If ρ(Z) > 1,
i.e., P3 × P3, P2 ×Q3, F (1, 3; 4), P1 × P1 × P1 × P1, P1 × F (1, 2, 3), P1 × P3,
then H is the sum of the classes of the Schubert divisors with coefficient one and defines
the Segre embedding on the product of the Plu¨cker embeddings. In particular, when Z
is homogeneous, H is very ample.
Similarly, when Z is a quadric section of the cone over G(2, 5) (case M1), H is the
class of a hyperplane section. In particular, H is very ample.
Complete intersections
Let Z be a Mukai manifold which is a complete intersection in a homogeneous variety
V . When V is projective space (cases M3 a,b,c), then H is the restriction of the hyper-
plane class to Z. When Z is a divisor of type (1, 2) in P2 × P3, a divisor of type (1, 1) in
P2 × Q3 or a complete intersection of two divisors of type (1, 1) in P3 × P3 (cases F2),
then H is the class of OZ(1, 1). Hence, H is very ample.
Similarly, when Z = P1 × V with V a Fano threefold of index 2 and degree at least
3, then Z is the product of P1 with a complete intersection in projective space. In this
case, H is the sum of the pullbacks of the hyperplane classes and is very ample.
Blowups
Let φ : Z = Bll(P5) → P5 be the blowup of P5 along a line l. Let L denote the
class of φ∗OP5(1) and let E denote the class of the exceptional divisor over l. Then
−KZ = 6L − 3E and H is 2L − E. Similarly, let Z be one of Bll(Q4), Blq(Q4) as in
case F3 or the blowup of the cone over Q3 along the vertex (case F5). Let L denote the
pullback of the hyperplane class on the quadric and let E denote the exceptional divisor.
Then −KZ = 4L− 2E and H = 2L− E.
In all four cases, H is very ample. It is clear that H separates points and tangents away
from the exceptional divisor. On the exceptional divisor E, we have the exact sequence
0→ OZ(L− E)→ OZ(2L− E)→ OE(2L− E)→ 0.
Using that H1(Z,OZ(L−E)) = 0 by the Kodaira vanishing theorem and thatOE(2L−E)
is very ample on E, one easily concludes that H is very ample on Z.
Projective bundles
When Z = P(OP3(−1) ⊕ OP3(1)), Z is the blowup of the vertex on the cone over the
two-uple Veronese embedding of P3. Then −KZ = 4L − 2E and H = 2L − E, where L
is the pullback of the hyperplane class on P3 and E is the exceptional divisor over the
vertex. As in the previous case, H is very ample.
Let Z = P(E), where E is the null-correlation bundle on P3 with c1(E) = 0 and
c2(E) = 1. Recall that E may be defined via the sequence [SW]
0→ OP3 → Ω1P3(2)→ E(1)→ 0.
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Then, −KZ = 4L+ 2ξE , where L is the pullback of the hyperplane class from P3 and ξ is
the class ofOPE(1). The variety Z can also be realized as the inverse image of a hyperplane
section under the projection of F (1, 2; 4) to the Grassmannian G(2, 4) (see [SW]). In this
description, the linear system H is the restriction of the sum of the Schubert divisors on
F (1, 2; 4), hence is very ample.
Branched covers
When Z is the double cover of Pn branched along a sextic hypersurface, or a double
cover of a quadric branched along the intersection with another quadric (cases M3 d,e),
H is the pullback of the hyperplane class. Similarly, when Z is the double cover of P2×P2
branched along a divisor of type (2, 2) (case F4), then H is the pullback of a divisor of
type (1, 1). In these cases, H is ample and basepoint-free but not very ample. It defines
the two-to-one cover.
When Z is P1 × V , where V is a del Pezzo threefold of degree 2 or 1, H is similarly
ample but not very ample and defines the branched cover.
The basic analysis of our examples
Our basic examples will be the blowups of Mukai manifolds along a general (n − 2)-
dimensional linear subsystem of |H|. We first observe the following. Let Z be a Mukai
manifold of dimension n ≥ 4 and write −KZ = (n − 2)H. We have seen that |H| is a
basepoint-free linear system. In fact, except in the case of branched covers, |H| is very
ample. Let V ⊂ |H| be an (n− 2)-dimensional general linear subsystem.
Proposition 3·2. Let Z be a Fano manifold of dimension n ≥ 4 and index n − 2.
Let −KZ = (n− 2)H. Then a general (n− 2)-dimensional linear subsystem V ⊂ |H| has
base locus Bs(V ) a smooth curve in Z.
Proof. Except when Z is a branched cover (cases M3 d,e, F1 where V is a del Pezzo
manifold of degree 1 or 2, F4), the linear system |H| is very ample. Hence, by Bertini’s
Theorem, the intersection of n−1 general members of the linear system |H| is a smooth,
connected curve. In particular, it is irreducible. When Z is a branched cover, H is not very
ample but the pullback of a very ample L via the branched cover. By Bertini’s Theorem,
the intersections of n− 1 general hyperplane sections in L is a smooth, irreducible curve
B. The intersection of n− 1 general members of |H| is the branched cover of B. Since B
is transverse to the branch locus of the cover, we conclude that the base locus of V is a
smooth, irreducible curve C.
Let pi : X → Z be the blowup of Z along the base curve C. Then we get a fibration
f : X → Pn−2 given by sections of the bundle pi∗H − F . The fibers of f are proper
transforms on X of complete intersections of n − 2 members of V , and are isomorphic
to these complete intersections. By the adjunction formula (applied on Z), the general
fiber is a K3 surface. We also have some information about the degenerate fibers.
Proposition 3·3. Let Z, H and V be as above. Then the fibration f : X → Pn−2 has
irreducible fibers.
Proof. Any fiber of f is a proper transform of a surface in Z of the form S = H1 ∩
· · · ∩ Hn−2 where the Hi are divisors in V . The fiber is irreducible if and only if S is
irreducible. Since C = S∩H0 for another divisor H0 ∈ V and H is ample, the restriction
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of H to S is also ample. If S is reducible, C is an ample Cartier divisor on a reducible
surface, hence reducible or non-reduced. This contradicts the hypothesis on C.
4. The nef cone
Let Z be a Fano manifold of dimension n ≥ 4 and index n−2. Write −KZ = (n−2)H
and let V ⊂ |H| be a general linear system of dimension n− 2 with base locus a smooth
curve C. Let X = BlC(Z). In this section, we show that the nef cone of X is rational
polyhedral and conclude the Morrison–Kawamata Conjecture for Nef(X)e.
Theorem 4·1. The effective nef cone Nef(X)e coincides with Nef(X) and is a rational
polyhedral cone. In particular, the Morrison–Kawamata Conjecture holds for Nef(X)e.
Proof. If the Fano manifold Z has ρ(Z) = 1, then ρ(X) = 2. Let L denote the pullback
of the ample generator of Z and let F denote the exceptional divisor lying over C. Then
Nef(X)e = Nef(X) = 〈L,L− F 〉. The linear system |L| defines the blowdown morphism
and the linear system |L−F | defines the fibration induced by V . Both are basepoint-free,
hence nef and effective. On the other hand, the maps they define have positive dimensional
fibers, hence are the two extremal rays of Nef(X). We conclude that Nef(X)e is a rational
polyhedral cone.
We may now assume that ρ(Z) > 1. We will compute Nef(X)e using the following
lemma.
Lemma 4·2. Let Z be a smooth, projective variety of dimension n. Let N1(Z) have
a basis given by basepoint-free divisor classes L1, . . . , Lρ. Assume there exist curves li,
1 ≤ i ≤ ρ, whose deformations cover Z or a divisor in Z and such that li ·Lj = δi,j. Let
V ⊂ |L1 + · · ·+ Lρ| be a linear system of dimension n− 2 whose base locus is a smooth
curve C and let X = BlC Z be the blowup of C with exceptional divisor F . Then,
(i) Nef(Z)e = 〈L1, . . . , Lρ〉,
(ii) Nef(X)e = 〈L1, . . . , Lρ, L1 + · · ·+ Lρ − F 〉,
where we denote the pullback of a divisor to X with the same symbol.
Proof. Since L1, . . . , Lρ are basepoint-free, they are nef. Hence, the cone they generate
is contained in Nef(Z)e. Conversely, let D be a nef divisor. Since L1, . . . , Lρ is a basis
of N1(X), express D =
∑ρ
i=1 aiLi. Intersect D with li to obtain li ·D = ai ≥ 0. Hence,
Nef(Z)e is contained in the cone generated by L1, . . . , Lρ. Therefore, Nef(Z)
e is equal to
the cone generated by L1, . . . , Lρ.
The divisor L1 + · · ·+Lρ is ample on Z since it is contained in the interior of Nef(Z)e.
Hence, the base curve C intersects every effective divisor positively. Since li · (L1 + · · ·+
Lρ) = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ and deformations of li cover at least a divisor, we conclude
that we can find representatives of the curves li that intersect C at one point. For each
1 ≤ i ≤ ρ, let bi be the proper transform of such a curve in X. Let f be a line in F lying
over a point of C.
Being pullbacks of nef divisors under a birational morphism, the divisor classes Li are
nef on X. Similarly, G := L1 + · · · + Lρ − F defines a morphism to Pn−2 since F is
the exceptional divisor associated to the blowup of the baselocus of the linear system V .
Hence, G is basepoint-free and nef. We conclude that the cone generated by L1, . . . , Lρ
and G is contained in Nef(X)e. Conversely, let D be a nef divisor on X. We can express
D = a0G+
∑ρ
i=1 aiLi. Intersecting D with bi, we see bi ·D = ai ≥ 0. Intersecting D with
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f , we obtain f ·D = a0 ≥ 0. Hence, D is contained in the cone spanned by L1, . . . , Lρ
and G. This concludes the proof.
In view of Lemma 4·2, to conclude the proof of Theorem 4·1, it suffices to define
basepoint-free divisors on Z that form a basis of N1(Z) and dual curves that sweep out
at least a divisor in Z. We now list the required divisors and curves in each case.
If dim(Z) ≥ 5, then define L1, L2, l1 and l2 as follows.
• Z = P3 × P3. Then let Li be the pullback of the hyperplane class on P3 via the two
projections and let li be lines in the fiber of the projection pij for j 6= i .
• Z = P2 × Q3. Then let L1 = [pi∗1OP2(1)], L2 = [pi∗2OQ3(1)] and let li be lines in the
fibers of the projections pij for j 6= i.
• Z = F (1, 3; 4). Then let L1 and L2 be the two Schubert divisors and let l1 and l2 be
the dual Schubert curves.
• Z = Bll(P5). Then let L1 be the pullback of the hyperplane class on P5 and let
L2 = L1−E, where E is the exceptional divisor. Let l1 be the proper transform of a line
in P5 that intersects l and let l2 be a line in E.
It is clear that Li and li satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4·2. We conclude that
Nef(X)e = 〈L1, L2, L1 + L2 − F 〉.
If dim(Z) = 4 and ρ(Z) = 2, then define Li and li as follows.
• Z = P1 × V , where V is a del Pezzo threefold with ρ(V ) = 1. Then let L1 and L2
denote the pullback of the ample generators of P1 and V via the two projections. Let l1
be a fiber of the second projection. Let l2 be lines in V in the fiber of the first projection.
• Z is a divisor of type (1, 2) in P2×P3, a divisor of type (1, 1) in P2×Q3 or an intersection
of two divisors of type (1, 1) in P3 × P3. Then let Li be the pullbacks of the hyperplane
classes via the two projections. Let li be a line in the fiber of the projection pij for j 6= i.
• Z is a blowup of a quadric as in cases F3 or F5. Then let L1 be the pullback of the
hyperplane class on the quadric and let L2 = L1−E, where E is the exceptional divisor.
Let l1 be a line on the quadric intersecting the center of the blowup and let l2 be a line
in E lying over a point of the center of the blowup.
• Z is the double cover of P2 × P2 branched along a divisor of type (2, 2). Let Li be the
pullbacks of the hyperplane class in P2 to Z via the two projections. Let mi be a line in
a fiber of the projection pij : P2 × P2, j 6= i. Then if mi is tangent to the branch divisor,
its double cover in Z is reducible. Let li be one of the irreducible components lying over
mi. Since through every point of P2, there is a line tangent to a conic, these curves cover
Z.
• Z = P(OP3(−1) ⊕ OP3(1)). Then we may think of Z as the blowup of the vertex of
the cone over the two-uple Veronese embedding of P3. Let L1 be the pullback of the
hyperplane class and let L2 be L1 −E, where E is the exceptional divisor. Let l1 be the
proper transform of a line through the cone point and let l2 be a line in E.
• Z = P(E), where E is a null-correlation bundle. Then we may view Z as a divisor in
F (1, 2; 4). Let L1 and L2 be the restriction of the two Schubert divisors to Z and let l1
and l2 be the dual Schubert curves in Z.
• Z = P1 × P3. Then let Li denote the pullback of the two hyperplane classes via the
two projections and let li be lines in the fibers of the projection pij for i 6= j.
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By Lemma 4·2, Nef(X)e = 〈L1, L2, L1 + L2 − F 〉.
If ρ(Z) = 3, define L1, L2, L3 and l1, l2 and l3 as follows.
• Z = P1 × F (1, 2; 3). Then let L1 be the pullback of the hyperplane class via the first
projection and let L2, L3 be the pullback of the two Schubert divisors via the second
projection. Let l1 be a fiber of the second projection and let l2, l3 be dual Schubert
curves in the fiber of the first projection.
• Z = P1 × Blp(P3). Then let L1 be the pullback of the hyperplane class on P1, let L2
be the pullback of the hyperplane class Λ on P3 and let L3 be the pullback of the class
Λ− E from Blp(P3), where E is the exceptional divisor of the blowup. Let l1 be a fiber
of the second projection. Let l2 be the proper transform of a line in P3 passing through
p and let l3 be a line in E.
By Lemma 4·2, Nef(X)e = 〈L1, L2, L3, L1 + L2 + L3 − F 〉.
Finally, if Z = P1×P1×P1×P1, let Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, denote the pullbacks of OP1(1) via
the four projections and let li be the inverse image of a point under the projection that
contracts the ith factor. Lemma 4·2 implies that
Nef(X)e = 〈L1, L2, L3, L4, L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 − F 〉.
In each case, we conclude that Nef(X)e is a rational, polyhedral (in fact, simplicial)
cone spanned by basepoint-free divisors. Consequently, the Morrison–Kawamata Conjec-
ture holds for Nef(X)e.
If ρ(Z) = 1, then Nef(X)e = 〈L,L − F 〉. Since these bundles define a divisorial con-
traction and a fiber space structure, respectively, they must also be extremal rays of the
movable cone. We conclude the following.
Corollary 4·3. If ρ(Z) = 1, then Nef(X)e = Mov(X)e and the Morrison–Kawamata
conjecture holds for Mov(X)e.
In fact, the cone conjecture holds for any klt Calabi–Yau pair (X,∆) of Picard rank 2
with ∆ 6= 0. See [LPS] for the proof.
5. Generalities on cones and fibrations
In this section, we record some general results that simplify the problem of finding
fundamental domains. These will be applied in §7 to prove some infinite cases of the
movable cone conjecture.
In §5·1 we state a theorem of Looijenga that will simplify studying the boundary of
our cones. In §5·2 we study the relationship between the movable cones of our varieties
and the nef cones of the generic fibers in our K3 fibrations. We then give in Theorem
5·6 a sufficient condition for the movable cone conjecture to hold that, crucially, only
involves knowing part of the movable cones “close to” the nef cone of X. This condition
will be the main tool we use to verify the conjecture in the next section.
5·1. Looijenga’s theorem
In our examples, Mov(X)e is typically not polyhedral and it is difficult to construct an
explicit fundamental domain for the action of birational automorphisms. The following
powerful general theorem of Looijenga allows us to conclude the existence of a funda-
mental domain given seemingly weaker information, namely a polyhedral cone whose
translates cover the interior of our cone.
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Theorem 5·1 ([Lo], Proposition-Definition 4.1, Application 4.15). Let V be a real vec-
tor space with rational structure, C an open strictly convex cone in V , and Γ a subgroup
of GL(V ) that stabilizes the cone C and a lattice in V (Q). Let C+ denote the convex hull
of all the rational points in the closed cone C. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists a rational polyhedral cone Π in C+ with C+ = Γ ·Π.
(ii) There exists a rational polyhedral cone Π in C+ with C ⊂ Γ ·Π.
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then there exists a rational polyhedral funda-
mental domain for the action of Γ on C+.
We will apply this theorem with V = N1(X) with its natural rational structure, C the
open cone Int(Mov(X)e), and Π the image of PsAut(X) inside GL(N1(X)). Note that
Mov(X)e ⊂ Mov(X)e+. If we can find a rational polyhedral cone Π ⊂ Mov(X)e such that
Γ·Π covers C, Theorem 5·1 guarantees that Γ·Π = C+, hence that Mov(X)e = Mov(X)e+.
Moreover, Γ acts on Mov(X)e with a rational polyhedral fundamental domain, as required
by the cone conjecture. Hence, it is enough to find a Π whose translates cover the interior
of Mov(X)e. This simplifies the problem in two ways. First, we need not find a precise
fundamental domain, and second, we need not worry about the boundary of Mov(X)e.
For convenience we introduce the following (nonstandard) terminology.
Definition 5·2. In the notation of Theorem 5·1, a rational polyhedral cone Π such
that C ⊆ Γ ·Π will be called a covering domain for the action of Γ on the cone C.
By Theorem 5·1 and the paragraph above, then, to prove the movable cone conjec-
ture for X, it will be enough to find a covering domain for the action of PsAut(X) on
Int(Mov(X)e).
5·2. Restriction and lifting
In this section we relate properties of line bundles and automorphisms on the generic
fiber of a fibration to those on the total space. This will allow us to “lift” information on
the generic fibers of our examples — which are K3 surfaces, and hence well-understood
— to the total space, whose geometry may be more complicated.
We start by introducing relative versions of the notions of §2. As usual, let X be a Q-
factorial projective variety. If f : X → S is a contraction (meaning a surjective morphism
with connected fibers), denote by Pic(X/S) the abelian group Pic(X)/f∗ Pic(S), and by
N1(X/S) the vector space (Pic(X)/ ≡S)) ⊗ R. Here ≡S denotes numerical equivalence
over S: for line bundles L1 and L2 on X, we define L1 ≡S L2 to mean that L1 ·C = L2 ·C
for all curve C ⊂ X contracted by f . There is a quotient map q : N1(X)→ N1(X/S).
A line bundle L is called f -effective, respectively f -nef or f -movable, if f∗L 6= 0,
respectively L · C ≥ 0 for all curves C contracted by f , or
codim(Supp(coker(f∗f∗OX(L)→ OX(L)))) ≥ 2.
As in the absolute case, we define the relative nef cone Nef(X/S) and relative movable
cone Mov(X/S) and their effective subcones Nef(X/S)e and Mov(X/S)e.
Finally, an SQM α : X 99K X ′ of X over S means another Q-factorial variety X ′ with
a contraction g : X ′ → S such that f = g ◦ α as rational maps. We define PsAut(X/S)
to be the group of all SQMs over S from X to itself.
Proposition 5·3. Let X be a smooth variety with b1(X) = 0. Let f : X → Pk be
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an equidimensional fibration of relative dimension at least 2, with irreducible fibers in
codimension 1, and b1(Xη) = 0. Then
(i) Restriction of divisors to the generic fiber Xη induces an isomorphism N
1(X/Pk) ∼=
N1(Xη).
(ii) The isomorphism in (i) identifies the relative effective movable cone Mov(X/Pk)e
with the effective movable cone Mov(Xη)
e.
(iii) In particular, if f has relative dimension 2, then Mov(X/Pk)e ∼= Nef(Xη)e.
In particular, these statements hold for our examples of blowups of Fano manifolds of
index n− 2.
Proof. Restriction of divisors gives a surjective homomorphism ρ : Pic(X)→ Pic(Xη).
The kernel ker ρ contains ker
(
Pic(X)→ Pic(X/Pk)), so there is an induced surjective
homomorphism ρ : Pic(X/Pk) → Pic(Xη). The kernel of ρ is spanned by irreducible
divisors on X which do not map onto Pk, but by our hypothesis any such divisor is a
multiple of f∗O(1). Since this line bundle is evidently trivial on any curve contracted
by f , this shows that ρ is an isomorphism. Finally, tensoring by R, we get the required
isomorphism N1(X/Pk) ∼= N1(Xη).
To prove (ii), first we will show that the effective cones are identified. For a line bundle
D on X, let Dη denote its restriction to Xη. By definition, D is an f -effective divisor if
there exists an open subset U ⊆ Pk such that D(f−1(U)) is nonzero. A nonzero element
of this group restricts to give a nonzero section of Dη. Conversely, if H
0(Xη, Dη) 6= 0,
then Grauert’s theorem [Ha, Corollary III.12.9] shows that D(f−1(U)) 6= 0 for some
open set U ⊆ Pk.
Next suppose thatD is a line bundle such thatDη is movable. Choose divisors ∆1, ∆2 of
D|Xη such that ∩i∆i has codimension 2 in Xη. Again by Grauert’s theorem, these divisors
extend over an open set U in the base Pk, and since they intersect only in codimension 2
on the general fiber, we can choose U such that their intersection remains of codimension
2 in f−1(U). Taking the Zariski closure of each ∆i, we get divisors ∆i ∈ |mi(f∗O(1))+D|
for some integers mi such that ∩i∆i has codimension 2 in X. Now multiplying up by
appropriately chosen sections of the bundles (m−mi)(f∗O(1)) we get sections of a single
bundle D + m(f∗O(1)) whose common zero locus has codimension 2 in X. This shows
that the class of D in N1(X/Pk) belongs to the cone Move(X/Pk).
Conversely, suppose D is an f -movable line bundle. By definition, this means that
Supp (coker (f∗f∗OX(D)→ OX(D)))
has codimension at least 2 in X. A component of this support is either disjoint from Xη or
else intersectsXη in a set of codimension at least 2. This shows that coker
(
H0(Xη, Dη)→ Dη
)
is supported on a set of codimension at least 2: in other words, Dη is movable.
Finally, (iii) follows immediately from (ii) since by Zariski–Fujita, a movable divisor
on a surface is semi-ample, hence nef, so the nef and movable cones coincide.
The hypotheses apply to our examples. Any such X is a blowup of a Fano variety, so
has b1(X) = 0. The associated fibration is equidimensional since each fiber is a complete
intersection. The generic fiber is a K3 surface, so has b1(Xη) = 0. Finally, by Proposition
3·3, all fibers of f are irreducible.
Proposition 5·4. Let f : X → S be a contraction morphism with generic fiber
Xη. Assume that KX · C ≥ 0 for all curves C contracted by f . Then PsAut(X/S) ∼=
PsAut(Xη). In particular if Xη is a surface, then PsAut(X/S) ∼= Aut(Xη).
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Proof. A pseudo-automorphism of X over S preserves the fibers of f , and so restricts
to a pseudo-automorphism of Xη. This gives an injective homomorphism PsAut(X/S) ↪→
PsAut(Xη).
Conversely, a pseudo-automorphism of Xη extends uniquely to a birational map α :
X 99K X commuting with f . But now KX · C ≥ 0 for all curves C contracted by f : in
other words, X is relatively minimal over S. Hence by [KM, Theorem 3.52] any birational
map from X to itself over S must be a pseudo-automorphism.
Putting these two propositions together yields the following.
Corollary 5·5. Let f : X → Pk be a fibration satisfying the hypotheses of Propo-
sitions 5·3 and 5·4. If the movable cone conjecture holds for the generic fiber Xη, then
it also holds for the morphism f . That is, the group PsAut(X/Pk) acts on the cone
Mov(X/Pk)e with a rational polyhedral fundamental domain.
In particular if Xη is a K3 surface, then the cone conjecture holds for f .
To prove the Morrison–Kawamata conjecture in our examples, we need to lift the
fundamental domain from the relative cone Mov(X/Pk)e to the absolute cone Mov(X)e.
The following theorem, proved in an earlier work [CPS]. shows how to do this.
Theorem 5·6 ([CPS], Proposition 5.8, Theorem 5.9). Let X be one of our examples,
and let V denote a fundamental domain for the action of PsAut(X/Pk) on Mov(X/Pk)e.
Suppose that we can find a finite collection {Xi}i∈I of SQMs of X with the following
properties:
(a) Each effective nef cone Nef(Xi)
e is rational polyhedral;
(b) −KX is nef on each Xi;
(c) Every codimension-1 face of each of the cones Nef(Xi)
e which intersects the big
cone is dual to the class of a K-trivial curve;
(d) The cone V is covered by the union q(U) =
⋃
i∈I q(Nef(Xi)
e). (Here q denotes the
quotient map N1(X)→ N1(X/Pk).)
Then the movable cone conjecture holds for X.
5·3. K3 surfaces
In this section we summarize the results we need from the theory of K3 surfaces. Recall
that the K3 lattice Λ is the unique even unimodular lattice of signature (3, 19). If X is
a K3 surface with Picard lattice N = Pic(X), then there is an embedding N ↪→ Λ, and
the complement T := Pic(X)⊥ ⊂ Λ is called the transcendental lattice of X. The Global
Torelli Theorem of Piatetskii–Shapiro and Shafarevich characterizes automorphisms of
the surface X in terms of the algebra of these lattices. We state it in a form that is
convenient for our purposes.
Theorem 5·7 (Global Torelli Theorem). Let X be a K3 surface over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero, and α ∈ O(Pic(X)) an automorphism of its Ne´ron–
Severi lattice. Then α is induced by an automorphism f : X → X if and only if:
(i) α preserves the set of nodal classes in Pic(X).
(ii) α can be extended to an automorphism α˜ : Λ→ Λ such that the induced automor-
phisms on the (naturally isomorphic) discriminant groups Pic(X)∗/Pic(X) and
T ∗/T are the same.
In particular α ∈ O(Pic(X)) is any automorphism satisfying the first condition, then
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some positive power of α satisfies the second condition too, hence extends to an automor-
phism of X.
Here a nodal class is the class of a smooth rational curve on X. Any such class x satisfies
x2 = −2, by adjunction. Any class x ∈ Pic(X) with x2 = −2 is called a (−2)-class.
This has a particularly useful consequence for K3 surfaces of Picard number 2.
Theorem 5·8 ([GLP] Example 3.5). Let X be a K3 surface with ρ(X) = 2 over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Suppose that the order of the discriminant
group Pic(X)∗/Pic(X) does not equal 2,3,4,5,8,11, or 25. Then an automorphism α ∈
O(Pic(X)) preserving the nodal classes is induced by an automorphism f : X → X if
and only if α acts as ± id on Pic(X)∗/Pic(X).
We will use these theorems to produce automorphisms of the K3 surfaces appearing in
our examples. As stated they only apply to surfaces over algebraically closed fields, but
Kawamata [Ka2, Remark 2.2] showed how to extend them to any base field. We use a
variant with stronger hypotheses, but that suffices for our purposes.
Corollary 5·9. Let X be a K3 surface over a field k of characteristic zero, and let
X = X ×k k be the base-change to the algebraic closure of k. Suppose that N1(X) =
N1(X). Then the conclusions of Theorems 5·7 and 5·8 apply to X.
In particular, if there are no (−2)-classes in Pic(X), then if O(Pic(X)) is infinite,
then so too is Aut∗(X).
Proof. The proof is the same as [Ka2, Remark 2.2] except that we might need to
extend α ∈ O(Pic(X)) by − Id on T . Any such extension still commutes with the action
of the Galois group, and so it comes from an automorphism of X.
For the final statement, if there are no (−2)-classes in Pic(X) then the set of nodal
classes is empty. Since Pic(X)∗/Pic(X) is a finite group, so is its automorphism group. So
Aut∗(X) contains the finite-index subgroup ker (O(Pic(X))→ Aut(Pic(X)∗/Pic(X))).
5·4. Flops
In our examples, the SQMs we need to verify the conditions of Theorem 5·6 will arise
as flops of our original varieties. In this section we collect the facts we need about flops.
We start with some terminology.
Definition 5·10. Let ϕ : X 99K X ′ be an SQM. Let U and U ′ be the maximal open
sets in X and X ′ respectively on which ϕ and ϕ−1 are isomorphisms. Then we call X \U
the centre of the SQM ϕ, and X ′ \ U ′ the concentre.
Proposition 5·11. Let ϕ : X 99K X ′ be an SQM. Let ϕ∗ : N1(X) ∼= N1(X ′) be the
isomorphism given by proper transform of divisors, and let ϕ∗ : N1(X) ∼= N1(X ′) be the
dual isomorphism. Then if C is a curve on X which is disjoint from the centre of ϕ, we
have ϕ∗[C] = [ϕ(C)] in N1(X ′).
Proof. Since C is disjoint from the centre of ϕ, there is an open set U containing C on
which ϕ is an isomorphism.
For the next statement, let N1(X) denote the vector space generated by 1-cycles on X
modulo numerical equivalence. Then Curv(X) denotes the cone of curves of X, meaning
the closed cone in X generated by classes of effective 1-cycles (equivalently, irreducible
curves). (By definition of nefness, Curv(X) is dual to the nef cone Nef(X).)
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Proposition 5·12. Let (X,∆) be a klt Calabi–Yau pair. Suppose that R ⊂ Curv(X)
is an extremal ray, and suppose there is a movable effective divisor D on X such that
D · R < 0. Then the log flip of R exists. In particular if R ⊂ K⊥X , then the flop of R
exists.
Proof. Since (X,∆) is klt and D is effective, for any sufficiently small  > 0 the pair
(X,∆ + D) is also klt. Moreover since KX + ∆ ≡ 0 we also have (KX + ∆ + D) ·R =
D ·R < 0. So R is a (KX + ∆ + D)-negative extremal ray. By the Cone Theorem [KM,
Theorem 3.7], the contraction f : X → Z of R exists. Any curve with class in R must lie
in Bs(D), which has codimension at least 2 since D is movable, so the contraction f is
small. Hence its log flip exists by Birkar–Cascini–Hacon–McKernan [BCHM, Corollary
1.4.1].
5·5. Flips
In this subsection we show that for the first of our examples in Section 7, flipping
contractions do not occur. As a consequence, the decomposition of the movable cone into
nef cones is compatible with restriction to the generic fiber. This will allow us to prove
the conjecture in this case with no need for explicit analysis of the geometry.
The main input is the following important result of Kawamata [Ka1].
Theorem 5·13 (Kawamata). Let (X,∆) be a klt pair, and f : X → Z be a birational
(KX + ∆)-negative extremal contraction. Let E denote the exceptional locus of f and
define
n := dimE − dim f(E).
Then E is covered by rational curves C such that f(C) is a point and −(KX+∆)·C < 2n.
This immediately gives
Corollary 5·14. Let X be a klt variety such that −KX = kH for a line bundle H
and an integer k. If f : X → Z is a KX-negative extremal contraction with exceptional
locus E then n = dimE − dim f(E) > k2 .
As the dimension of X grows, this bound becomes less useful, but it will give us exactly
the information we need in dimension 4:
Theorem 5·15. Let X be a variety satisfying the following hypotheses:
(i) dimX = 4;
(ii) there exists a line bundle H such that −KX = 2H;
(iii) X is obtained from a smooth variety Y by a sequence of flops.
Then X has no flipping contractions.
Proof. First assume X itself is smooth. Suppose f : X → Z is a contraction of a K-
negative extremal ray R. By the Cone Theorem, R is minimally spanned by the class of
a rational curve C. Standard estimates from deformation theory [Ko, Theorem II.1.14]
show that the space of deformations of C inside X is at least −KX · C + dimX − 3 ≥
2 + 4 − 3 = 3. If those deformations swept out a locus of dimension at most 2 in X,
then by Bend and Break [Ko, Corollary II.5.6] some deformation of C must be reducible,
contradicting the fact that R is extremal and the class of C is minimal. So deformations
of C must sweep out a locus of dimension at least 3, and therefore f is not a small
contraction.
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In general X will be mildly singular, but there is a sequence of flops Y 99K Y1 99K
· · · 99K Yn = X. Suppose f : X → Z is a K-negative extremal contraction, and let C be
a general curve with class minimally spanning the contracted extremal ray R.
The first possibility is that (the proper transform of) C is not contained in the cocenter
of any of the flops Yi−1 99K Yi. Then it has a proper transform C ′ on Y , and the generic
deformation of C ′ gives a deformation of C. By the previous argument, this deformation
space has dimension 3, and so by Bend-and-Break (on X) the locus of deformations must
have dimension 3, hence f is not small.
The second possibility is that (the proper transform of) C is contained in the cocenter
of some flop, say Yi−1 99K Yi. According to Corollary 5·14, the exceptional locus E of the
contraction f : X → Z must satisfy n = dimE − dim f(E) > 22 = 1. So if we assume
that f is a small contraction, we must have dim f(E) = 0. That is, all curves D in E
are numerically proportional to C and satisfy KX ·D < 0. On the other hand, since C is
contained in the cocenter of the flop Yi−1 99K Yi, the proper transform of E on Yi must
be an irreducible component Ei of the cocenter of the flop. Choosing a general flopping
(i.e K-trivial) curve inside Ei, its proper transform under the map Yi 99K X is then a
curve in E, hence is K-negative. But Yi 99K X is a sequence of flops, and flops preserve
the property of K-triviality. This contradicts the assumption that f is small.
6. Finite cases
In the remaining sections, we will verify that the movable cone conjecture is true for
a number of examples of Fano manifolds of index n − 2. In this section, we focus on
examples where the movable cone is a rational polyhedral cone. We will analyze P1×P3,
the blowup of the cone over a quadric threefold at the vertex, and P1 × V , where V is a
del Pezzo threefold of Picard number 1.
6·1. P1 × P3
The Chow ring of P1×P3 is isomorphic to Z[L1, L2]/(L21, L42), where L1 and L2 are the
pullbacks of the hyperplane classes from P1 and P3, respectively. Let H = OP1×P3(1, 2)
and let V ⊂ |H| be a general 2-dimensional linear system. The base locus of V is a
smooth curve C of genus 17 with class 12L1L
2
2 + 8L
3
2. Blowing up C, we obtain a variety
X with a fibration to P2, f : X → P2, whose generic fiber is a K3 surface Xη. The Picard
rank of Xη is two and λ1, λ2, the restrictions of L1 and L2 can be taken as generators.
Lemma 6·1. In the basis λ1, λ2, the intersection matrix on Pic(Xη) is(
0 4
4 4
)
There are no (−2)-curves on Xη.
Proof. We calculate the intersection matrix as follows
λ21 = L
2
1(L1 + 2L2)
2 = 0, λ1λ2 = L1L2(L1 + 2L2)
2 = 4, λ22 = L
2
2(L1 + 2L2)
2 = 4.
If aλ1 + bλ2 is a class, then its self-intersection is 4(2ab+ b
2). Since this number is always
divisible by 4, it cannot represent −2.
Theorem 6·2.
Mov(BlC P1 × P3)e = 〈L1, L2, L1 + 2L2 − F, 4L2 − F 〉.
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In particular, the cone conjecture holds for BlC P1 × P3.
Proof. Let D = aL1 + bL2 − cF be a movable divisor. By abuse of notation, denote
the restriction of L1 and L2 to a general fiber Xt of f also by λ1 and λ2. Then the
classes λ1 and 2λ2−λ1 define elliptic curves that sweep out Xt. Hence, D must intersect
nonnegatively with the classes of these elliptic curves. Since
λ1 · (λ1 + 2λ2) = 8, (2λ2 − λ1) · (λ1 + 2λ2) = 16,
we conclude that
b ≥ 2c, 2a+ b ≥ 4c.
Considering lines l1, l2, f in P0 × P3,P1 × P0 and F , we conclude that a, b, c ≥ 0. The
divisors L1, L2, L1 + 2L2 − F are basepoint-free, hence movable and effective. Suppose
4L2 − F is movable and effective, then we can conclude the theorem as follows. If a ≥ c,
then D = c(L1 + 2L2−F ) + (a− c)L1 + (b− 2c)L2. Since a ≥ c and b ≥ 2c, we conclude
that D is in the nonnegative span of L1, L2 and L1 + 2L2 − F . If a < c, write c = a+ r,
with r > 0. Then
D = a(L1 + 2L2 − F ) + r(4L2 − F ) + (b− 2a− 4r)L2.
But
2a+ b ≥ 4c = 4a+ 4r,
hence b ≥ 2a + 4r and D is in the nonnegative span of L2, 4L2 − F and L1 + 2L2 − F .
There remains to show that 4L2 − F is movable. Consider the projection of the curve C
to P3 and denote it by D. Then D is cut out by 3 quartic surfaces. First, D is a smooth
curve of degree 12 and genus 17. Since L32 · C = 1, if C intersected a fiber of pi2 with
multiplicity two or more, it would contain the entire fiber, contradicting the smoothness
of C. We conclude that D is smooth. Moreover, D is contained in a 3-parameter family
of irreducible quartic surfaces obtained by the projection of the K3 surfaces containing
C. Since the K3 surfaces cut out C, the quartic surfaces cut out D. We conclude that
the linear system |4L2 − F | is at least 2-dimensional and its base locus pi−12 (D) has
codimension 2. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
6·2. P1 × V
Let V be a threefold with index 2 and Picard rank 1. Recall that these are a codimension
3 linear section of G(2, 5) in the Plu¨cker embedding, a complete intersection of 2 quadrics
in P5, a cubic 3-fold in P4, a double cover of P3 branched along a quartic and a sextic
hypersurface in P(3, 2, 1, 1, 1) (see [CPS] and [F]). Let L1 and L2 be the hyperplane
classes on P1 and V , respectively. The degree of V is 5 ≥ d ≥ 1 in decreasing order. Let
H be the class L1 + L2. Take a two-dimensional linear system V ⊂ |H|; then the base
locus of V is a curve C of genus 2d+ 1, where d is the degree of the Fano 3-fold. Blowing
up C we obtain a K3 fibration f : X → P2 whose general fiber is a K3 surface Xη. Let
λ1, λ2 denote the restriction of L1 and L2, respectively, to Xη. These generate Pic(Xη).
Lemma 6·3. In terms of the basis λ1, λ2 the intersection matrix on Pic(Xη) is(
0 d
d 2d
)
When d > 1, there are no (−2)-curves on Xη.
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Proof. The intersection number can be computed as follows
λ21 = L
2
1(L1 + L2)
2 = 0, λ1λ2 = L1L2(L1 + L2)
2 = d, λ22 = L
2
2(L1 + L2)
2 = 2d.
The self-intersection of a class is given by (aλ1 + bλ2)
2 = 2db(a + b). Hence, the self-
intersection of any class is divisible by 2d. Therefore, if d > 1, this quadratic form cannot
represent a class of self-intersection −2.
Corollary 6·4. If d > 1, then
Mov(BlC(P1 × V ))e = 〈L1, L2, L1 + L2 − F, 2L2 − F 〉.
In particular, the cone conjecture holds for BlC(P1 × V ).
Proof. Let D = aL1+bL2−cF be a movable divisor class. By abuse of notation, denote
the restriction of L1 and L2 to a general fiber Xt of f by λ1 and λ2. Then the classes λ1
and λ2 − λ1 are classes of elliptic curves that sweep out the fiber Xt. Consequently, D
must intersect them nonnegatively. We conclude that d(b− c) ≥ 0 and d(a+ b− c) ≥ 0.
Moreover, D must intersect the curves l1, l2 and f nonnegatively since these curves cover
X or a divisor in X. Hence, a, b, c ≥ 0.
The divisor classes L1, L2 and L1 +L2−F are basepoint-free, hence they are movable.
Assuming that 2L2−F is movable and effective, we show that D lies in the cone spanned
by these 4 divisor classes. If a ≥ c, then
D = c(L1 + L2 − F ) + (a− c)L1 + (b− c)L2,
is a nonnegative linear combination of L1, L2 and L1 +L2−F since b ≥ c. If a < c, then
D = a(L1 + L2 − F ) + (c− a)(2L2 − F ) + (a+ b− c)L2
is a nonnegative linear combination of L2, 2L2 − F and L1 + L2 − F since a+ b ≥ c.
To conclude the proof, there remains to show that 2L2 − F is movable. Consider the
projection of C to V . We analyze the elements of the linear system |OV (2)| that contain
B = pi2(C). The curve B is a curve of degree 3d and genus 2d + 1 in Pd+1. By Serre
duality, the line bundle OB(2) is non-special. Hence, by Riemann-Roch, h0(OB(2)) = 4d.
Since
h0(OPd+1(2)) =
(
d+ 3
2
)
,
we conclude that B is contained in a linear system of quadrics of dimension at least(
d+ 3
2
)
− 4d.
In fact, this linear system of quadrics cuts out B. We conclude that 2L2 − F is effective
and its base locus is contained in the proper transform of pi−12 (B). Hence, 2L2 − F is
movable and effective. This concludes the proof.
Proposition 6·5. When d = 1, Mov(BlC(P1 × V ))e = 〈L1, L2, L1 +L2 − F 〉 and the
cone conjecture holds for BlC(P1 × V ).
Proof. Since L1, L2 and L1 + L2 − F are basepoint-free, the cone they span is in the
movable cone. Conversely, let D = aL1 + bL2− cF be a movable divisor on BlC(P1×V ).
By abuse of notation, let λ1 and λ2 denote the restrictions of L1 and L2 to a general
fiber Xt. Then λ1 is the class of an elliptic curve that sweeps out Xt. The class λ2 − 2λ1
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is the class of a (−2)-curve on Xt. The Zariski closure of these curves cannot have
codimension two or more in X. Consequently, any movable divisor must intersect these
curves nonnegatively. We conclude that b ≥ c and a ≥ c. As in the previous cases, we
must have a, b, c ≥ 0. Hence, we can write
D = c(L1 + L2 − F ) + (a− c)L1 + (b− c)L2
as a nonnegative linear combination.
6·3. The blowup of the cone over a quadric threefold at the vertex
Let Z be the blowup of the vertex of the cone over the quadric threefold. Let L denote
the pullback of the hyperplane class and let E be the exceptional divisor. Then the
nonzero top intersection numbers are
L4 = 2, E4 = −2.
The class of H is 2L − E. Let V be a two-dimensional linear system V ⊂ |H|. Then
the base locus of V is a smooth curve of genus 16. Blowing up the base locus, we get a
fibration f : X → P2 whose generic fiber Xη is a K3 surface. The Picard group of Xη is
generated by λ, e, the restrictions of L and E, respectively.
Lemma 6·6. In terms of the basis λ, e, the intersection matrix is(
8 0
0 −2
)
The only (−2)-class on Xη is e.
Proof. The intersection product can be calculated by
λ2 = L2(2L− E)2 = 8, e2 = E(2L− E)2 = −2, λe = LE(2L− E)2 = 0.
A (−2) curve satisfies the equation (aλ+be)2 = 8a2−2b2 = −2. Writing (2a+b)(2a−b) =
−1, we see that the only integral solutions are a = 0, b = 1.
Theorem 6·7. The effective movable cone of X is given by
Mov(X)e = 〈L,L− E, 2L− E − F, 3L− 3E − F 〉.
In particular, the cone conjecture holds for X.
Proof. Let D = aL− bE − cF be a movable divisor on X. Then the intersection of D
with any curve that covers a divisor has to be nonnegative. Taking lines in the quadric,
proper transforms of lines in the quadric passing through the cone point, and lines in the
fibers of the two exceptional divisors E and F , we see that a, b, c ≥ 0 and a ≥ b. The
base curve C intersects the exceptional divisor E in two points. The exceptional divisor
is isomorphic to a cubic threefold, hence is covered by conics passing through these two
points. We conclude that b ≥ c. Finally, taking the elliptic curves with class λ − 2e on
the K3 fibers, we get the inequality
2a ≥ b+ 3c.
We already know that L,L − E and 2L − E − F are basepoint-free, hence they are
movable. Assume that 3L − 3E − F is movable and effective. If a ≥ b + c, then D is a
nonnegative linear combination of basepoint-free divisors
aL− bE − cF = c(2L− E − F ) + (b− c)(L− E) + (a− b− c)L.
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On the other hand, suppose that b + c ≥ a. Then D can be expressed as a nonnegative
linear combination of movable classes as follows
aL− bE − cF = (a− b)(2L−E −F ) + (c− a+ b)(3L− 3E +F ) + (2a− b− 3c)(L−E).
Note that since 2a ≥ b+3c and b+c ≥ a, this is indeed a nonnegative linear combination
of movable classes.
There remains to check that 3L−3E−F is a movable class. The linear system |L−E|
induces the projection of Z to a quadric threefold Q. The image B of the base curve C
under this map is a degree 14 and genus 16 curve that lies on Q. We claim that B is
cut out by equations of degree 3 on Q. First, observe that B is contained in a unique
quadric. The images of the complete intersection K3 surfaces containing C are degree
6 K3 surfaces that contain B. Such K3 surfaces are (2, 3) complete intersections and
are contained in the unique quadric threefold Q. Consequently, if B were contained in
another quadric, B would be a component of a curve of degree 12 contradicting that
B has degree 14. The Riemann-Roch Theorem implies that h0(OB(3)) = 27. Therefore,
modulo the subspace of cubics divisible by the equation of Q, B is contained in a 3-
dimensional subspace of cubic threefolds. Consider the K3 surface S cut out by Q and a
general cubic containing B. The linear system of cubics H0(P3,OP3(3)⊗ IZ) on S has B
as a fixed component together with the residual linear series |λ−2e| on S. Since the latter
linear system is basepoint-free, we conclude that the cubics cut out B. Consequently, the
base locus of 3L− 3E − F is contained in the proper transform of the cone over B and
is a movable effective class. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
7. Infinite cases
In this section we verify the movable cone conjecture for some varieties whose movable
cone has infinitely many faces. We consider P3 × P3, P1 × P1 × P1 × P1 and the double
cover of P2 × P2 branched along a divisor of type (2, 2).
7·1. Picard number 3
If X has Picard number 3, then N1(X/Pn) is 2-dimensional. This simplifies things in
two ways: cones in this space have exactly 2 extremal rays, and the nef cones of SQMs of
X over Pn are “linearly ordered” inside the movable cone. Using these features, we will
prove some general statements for X of Picard rank 3 in this section.
Theorem 7·1. Let X be a smooth variety of Picard rank 3 such that −KX is semi-
ample and gives a fibration X → Pn with irreducible fibers. Moreover, assume that the
group PsAut(X/Pn) is infinite. Let Xα be an SQM of X obtained by a sequence of flops,
and suppose Xα has no flipping contraction. Then the effective nef cone Nef(Xα)
e is
rational polyhedral, spanned by semi-ample divisors.
Proof. Since Xα is obtained from X be a sequence of flops, the bundle −KX remains
semi-ample on Xα. The decomposition of the movable cone of X into nef cones of SQMs
therefore looks as in Figure 1a.
Passing to the relative cones, the relative nef cone Nef(Xα/Pn) is a subcone of Mov(X/Pn).
First we consider the case when Nef(Xα/Pn) contains a boundary ray of Mov(X/Pn).
Now PsAut(X/Pn) is an infinite group acting on the 2-dimensional cone Mov(X/Pn).
Passing to a subgroup of index 2 if necessary, we can assume that the group is infinite
cyclic and acts by orientation-preserving maps. A generator of this group acts as a 2× 2
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matrix, hence has 2 one-dimensional eigenspaces, which correspond to the boundary rays
of Mov(X/Pn). On the other hand, the action of PsAut(X/Pn) permutes the nef cones
of SQMs inside the relative movable cone and preserves orientation, so it cannot fix a
ray of any nef cone. This is a contradiction, showing that this case is impossible.
Therefore it must be the case that Nef(Xα/Pn) is contained in the interior of Mov(X/Pn),
Choose effective divisors B1 and B2 whose classes are as in Figure 1b: they are in the
interior of the relative effective cone, hence are relatively big. By [BCHM, Theorem
1.2], for sufficiently small positive numbers i we can run the MMP for the divisors
KX + ∆ + iBi over Pn; in both cases this consists of finitely many flops. So the two
edges of Nef(Xα/Pn) correspond to flopping contractions.
So far we have proved that each SQM Xα has exactly 2 flopping contractions. These
give 2 extremal rays S1, S2 of the cone of curves Curv(Xα) lying in the hyperplane K
⊥
X .
Since ρ(X) = 3, K⊥X is a 2-dimensional vector space, and so these two rays are the only
extremal rays of Curv(Xα) in K
⊥
X . If Curv(Xα) has infinitely many K-negative extremal
rays Ri, then by the Cone Theorem they must converge to a ray R in K
⊥
X (although R
need not be extremal). We claim this leads to a contradiction, as follows.
Choose effective divisors D1 and D2 such that D1 ·S1 < 0 and D2 ·S2 < 0. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that both D1 and D2 are big. So each one can be written as
Dk ∼= Ek +Ak, where Ek is an effective Q-divisor and Ak is an ample Q-divisor. Now, as
explained in the Introduction, choose a divisor ∆ such that KX + ∆ ≡ 0 and (X,∆) is
klt; then picking a sufficiently small rational number  > 0, each of the pairs (X,∆+Ek)
is klt. Note that KX + ∆ + Ek + Ak ≡ Dk; therefore, by the Cone Theorem [KM,
Theorem 3.7], for k = 1 or k = 2, there are only finitely many extremal rays Ri such
that Dk ·Ri < 0. Therefore, there exists an index N such that Dk ·Ri ≥ 0 for all i ≥ N
and k = 1 and 2.
This means that the Ri must converge to a ray in K
⊥
X which is strictly inside the cone
〈S1, S2〉. But this contradicts the fact that each Ri is an extremal ray: if we fix some
ray RN with KX · RN < 0, eventually the rays Ri (which are converging to K⊥X) must
fall inside the cone 〈S1, S2, RN 〉, as shown in Figure 1c. Therefore Curv(Xα), and dually
Nef(Xα), has only finitely many extremal rays.
We have proved that Nef(Xα) is a rational polyhedral cone. It remains to show that it
is spanned by semi-ample divisors; in particular this will imply that Nef(Xα) = Nef(Xα)
e
as claimed. One extremal ray of Nef(Xα) is spanned by −KX , which is basepoint-free,
so we need to prove the claim for the other extremal rays of the nef cone. To do this, we
use the Basepoint-Free Theorem [KM, Theorem 3.3]. That theorem says that if D is a
nef line bundle and D−KX is nef and big, then D is semi-ample. Now let D be a nef line
bundle on Xα, not a multiple of −KX : looking at Figure 1a again, we see that D −KX
must lie somewhere in the interior of Mov(X), and hence it is big, as required.
7·2. Branched double cover of P2 × P2
In this section we will use Theorem 7·1 to deduce the Cone Conjecture for X a very
general blowup of the double cover of P2 × P2 branched along a divisor of type (2, 2).
The key point is to prove that PsAut(X/P2) is infinite.
Let Z be the double cover of P2×P2 branched along a divisor of type (2, 2). Then the
Picard group of Z is generated by L1, L2, the pullbacks of the hyperplane classes from
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the two projections to P2, subject to the relations
L31 = L
3
2 = 0, L
2
1L
2
2 = 2.
Let V be a two dimensional linear system in |H| = |L1 + L2|. Then the base locus of V
is a smooth curve of genus 7. Let X be the blowup of Z along the base locus of V . Then
X admits a fibration to P2 whose generic fiber is a K3 surface Xη. The Picard group of
Xη is generated by λ1, λ2, the restrictions of L1 and L2, respectively.
We apply Corollary 5·9 to show that Aut∗(Xη) is infinite, and hence that Nef(Xη)e =
P (Xη). We must show that the Picard group does not get bigger when we pass to the
geometric generic fiber, the base change of Xη to the algebraic closure. We use the
following lemma. A reference is [Vi, Lemma 2.1]; we give a proof here for convenience.
Lemma 7·2. Let K denote the algebraic closure of the function field C(t1, t2) of P2, and
let Xη denote the geometric generic fiber of f . Then there is a countable union of proper
subvarieties U = ∪iUi in P2 such that for p ∈ P2 \ U , the variety Xη is isomorphic as a
scheme to the fiber Xp = f
−1(p). In particular, for p ∈ P2 \ U we have an isomorphism
Pic(Xp) ' Pic(Xη).
Proof. For simplicity we restrict to an affine patch A2 ⊂ P2 and take the ti to be
coordinate functions on this affine space.
The key point of the proof is Steinitz’ Theorem that two algebraically closed fields of
the same uncountable cardinality are isomorphic. In particular, the field K is isomorphic
to the complex numbers C; moreover, the isomorphism can be chosen to identify any
given transcendence bases of the two fields.
Now let k ⊂ C denote the (countable) subfield generated by all the coefficients of a
basis of divisors {D0, D1, D2} for the linear system V . Let z1, z2 be complex numbers
algebraically independent over k; note that the set of points (z1, z2) for which this does not
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hold is a countable union U = ∪iUi of proper subvarieties. Then there is an isomorphism
α : C ' K that fixes each element of k and such that α−1(ti) = zi. Now consider the
base change of Xη along α: this yields the complex variety X˜ := Xη ×K C. In terms
of equations, X˜ is obtained by replacing the indeterminates ti by the numbers zi in
the equations of Xη, and therefore is isomorphic to the fiber Xp where p = (z1, z2), as
claimed.
The final statement follows since the Picard group is determined up to isomorphism
by the scheme structure, for example because it can be defined as the cohomology group
H1(X,O×).
By Ravindra–Srinivas [RS, Theorem 1] a very general K3 surface S obtained as a
complete intersection of sections of H has Picard rank 2. (Their theorem is stated in
terms of divisors on 3-folds, but the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem applied to a smooth
3-fold V containing S shows this is equivalent.) Combining this with the previous lemma
gives the result we need:
Corollary 7·3. Assume that the linear system V ⊂ |H| defining our base locus is
very general, meaning that the fiber of f : X → P2 over a very general point of P2 = V ∗
is a K3 surface of Picard number 2. Then the geometric generic fiber Xη has Picard
number 2, and hence Pic(Xη) = Pic(Xη).
Proposition 7·4. In the basis λ1, λ2, the intersection matrix is(
2 4
4 2
)
The orthogonal group O(Pic(X)) and the automorphism group Aut∗(Xη) are infinite.
Hence Nef(X)e = P (X) = 〈aλ1 + bλ2 | a = b
(−2±√3)〉.
Proof. To calculate the intersection pairing, we compute
λ21 = L
2
1(L1 + L2)
2 = 2, λ1λ2 = L1L2(L1 + L2)
2 = 4, λ22 = L
2
2(L1 + L2)
2 = 2.
A (−2)-class aλ1 + bλ2 satisfies 2(a+ b)2 + 4ab = −2. If a+ b is even, then the left hand
side is divisible by 4 whereas the right hand side is not. We conclude that a+ b must be
odd. Without loss of generality, assume a is even and b is odd. Reducing the equation
modulo 8, we see that the left hand side is 2 and the right hand side is −2. We conclude
that the equation has no solutions. Hence, Pic(X) does not have any (−2)-classes.
Let α : Pic(X)→ Pic(X) be the linear map determined by the matrix(
15 4
−4 −1
)
Then it is an easy calculation to show that α ∈ O(Pic(X)); it has infinite order be-
cause, for example, its eigenvalues are not roots of unity. Since there are no (−2)-classes,
Corollary 5·9 gives the rest.
Now we can complete the proof of the cone conjecture for X.
First observe that every SQM Xα of X is obtained from X by a sequence of flops by
Theorem 5·15, and every effective nef cone Nef(Xα)e is rational polyhedral by Theorem
7·1.
Now ρ(Z) = 2, so ρ(X/P2) = 2, and so Nef(X/P2)e = Nef(Xη)e is a cone in a
2-dimensional vector space. Since PsAut∗(X/P2) = Aut∗(Xη) is infinite, we can find a
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rational polyhedral covering domain P ⊂ Nef(Xη)e. By running the MMP for two classes
“just outside” the two boundary rays of P , we see that there is a finite collection of SQMs
{Xi}ki=1 such that P is contained in the union of the relative nef cones Nef(Xi/P2)e.
Now let Π be the union of the absolute nef cones
⋃
i Nef(Xi)
e. Each nef cone is rational
polyhedral, the class −KX is nef on each Xi since they are obtained from X by flops,
and all their codimension-1 faces inside the big cone are dual to classes of K-trivial
curves because no Xi has a flipping contraction. So all the conditions of Theorem 5·6 are
fulfilled, and hence the cone conjecture is true for X.
7·3. P3 × P3
In this section, we study the example of Z = P3 × P3.
The Chow ring of P3 × P3 is isomorphic to
Z[L1, L2]/(L41, L42),
where L1 and L2 denote the pullback of the hyperplane classes via the two projections.
Let H = L1 + L2 and let V ⊆ |H| be a general 4-dimensional linear system. Then the
base locus Bs(V ) is a smooth curve C with class 10L21L
3
2 + 10L
3
1L
2
2. By adjunction, the
genus of C is 11. Blowing up C, we get a smooth variety X with a fibration X → P4
whose generic fiber Xη is a K3 surface of class 4L
3
1L2 + 6L
2
1L
2
2 + 4L1L
3
2. A basis for
Pic(Xη) is the classes λ1 and λ2 which are the restrictions of L1 and L2, respectively.
We denote the exceptional divisor of the blowup by F .
As in the previous case, using the analogue of Lemma 7·2 and Noether–Lefschetz we
again obtain:
Proposition 7·5. Assume the linear system V ⊂ |H| is very general. Then Pic(Xη) =
Pic(Xη).
Proposition 7·6. In the basis {λ1, λ2}, the intersection matrix on Pic(Xη) is(
4 6
6 4
)
There are no (−2)-classes. The groups O(Pic(X)) and Aut∗(Xη) are infinite. Hence
Nef(X)e = P (X) = 〈aλ1 + bλ2 | a = b2
(−3±√5)〉.
Proof. We calculate the intersection matrix as follows:
λ2i = L
2
i · (L1 + L2)4 = 4 (i = 1, 2);
λ1λ2 = L1L2 · (L1 + L2)4 = 6
since L4i = 0 and L
3
iL
3
j = 1 for i 6= j.
If aλ1 + bλ2 is a (−2)-class in Pic(X), then (a, b) is an integer solution of
4a2 + 12ab+ 4b2 = −2.
This is impossible since the left-hand side is divisible by 4 and the right hand side is not.
To see that O(Pic(X)) is infinite, we can take for example the linear map α : Pic(X)→
Pic(X) determined by the matrix
M =
(
21 8
−8 −3
)
.
As before one checks this belongs to O(Pic(X)), and has eigenvalues which are not roots
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of unity, so cannot have finite order. So O(Pic(X)) is infinite. The rest follows from
Corollary 5·9 as before.
Corollary 5·9 gives us more precise information about automorphisms of Xη. It will tell
us that a specific matrix, rather than some power of it, comes from an automorphism.
This will imply that we only need to understand the nef cones of a small number of
SQMs of X, rather than all of them as in the previous case. The statement we use is the
following
Proposition 7·7. The lattice automorphism of Pic(Xη) with matrix
M =
(
21 8
−8 −3
)
.
acts by − Id on the discriminant group L∗/L, hence induces an automorphism φM of Xη.
The cone
〈3λ1 − λ2, 3λ2 − λ1〉
is a fundamental domain for the action of φM on Nef(Xη)
e.
Proof. By Corollary 5·9 it is enough to show that M satisfies the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 5·8.
The dual lattice L∗ is
Z
(
1
10
,
1
10
)T
⊕ Z
(
3
10
,
−2
10
)T
The discriminant group L∗/L is the order 20 group isomorphic to Z/2Z ⊕ Z/10Z. An
easy check shows that the action of M on L∗/L is − Id, as required.
Finally, the matrix M takes (−1, 3)T to (3,−1)T giving us the desired fundamental
domain.
By Theorem 5·6, in order to prove the cone conjecture for X, it is enough to cover the
cone
V = 〈3λ1 − λ2, 3λ2 − λ1〉
by nef cones of SQMs of X. In this example the geometry is somewhat simpler than in
the previous one, and so we are able to calculate the nef cones of the SQMs we need
explicitly.
Proposition 7·8. For i = 1, 2 let Xi denote the SQM of X obtained by flopping the
locus Zi ⊂ X of curves with class li − e. Then
Nef(Xi)
e = 〈H1 +H2 − F, Hj , 4Hj − F 〉 (j 6= i).
Proof. The above cone is cut out by the classes li, f − li, and 3li + lj − 4f . We claim
all these are classes of effective curves on Xi. The first class is clearly effective on Xi; the
second is the class of a contracted line in the cocenter of the flop X 99K Xi.
To see the third class is effective, observe that it is the class on X of the proper
transform of an irreducible curve of bidegree (3, 1) that intersects the base curve 4 times.
By Cayley’s formula, a curve of degree 10 and genus 11 in P3 has 20 4-secant lines counted
with multiplicity [GP]. Let L ⊂ P3 be a 4-secant line of the projection of C to the first
factor, and let S = pi−1(L). Then S = P1×P3 and C intersects S in 4 points. We need to
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Fig. 2: The nef cones of X and Xi
show that there exists a curve of type (3, 1) passing through the four points. By standard
deformation theory, the dimension of the space of curves in P1×P3 in the class β passing
through m general points is either empty or has dimension at least −KP1×P3 ·β+1−3m.
In our case, this dimension is 3 and the space is nonempty since there exists completely
reducible curves passing through these 4 points. Furthermore, an easy dimension count
shows that the general member of the space is irreducible. We conclude that there is an
irreducible curve of class 3li+ lj on P3×P3 which is 4-secant to the base curve; its proper
transform on Xi is therefore a curve of class 3li + lj − 4f as required. Hence the above
cone is an upper bound for Nef(Xi)
e.
To see that it equals the nef cone, we need to prove that the three generators are
actually nef and effective on Xi. For H1 + H2 − F and Hj this is clear, since they
are basepoint-free on X and have representatives disjoint from the flopping locus Zi. It
remains to show that 4Hj − F becomes nef after the flop of li − f . In fact we can show
more, namely that this line bundle becomes basepoint-free after we flop.
To do this, we recall our setup. Let Zi be the locus of curves of class li − f . This is
a codimension-2 subvariety of X. We have the projection morphism pii : X → P3 which
maps Zi to a smooth curve Γ ⊂ P3. We also have the flopping contraction fi : X → Yi
which contracts a curve if and only if it has class proportional to li−f , hence is birational
with exceptional set Zi.
The flop X → Xi is obtained by taking Xi = ProjR(X,Li) where Li is any line bundle
whose proper transform on Xi is ample. In particular we can take Li = f
∗
i A+(4Hj−F )
where A is an ample line bundle on Yi and  > 0 is sufficiently small: since f
∗
i A lies in the
interior of the common face of Nef(X) and Nef(Xi), this class Li must lie in the ample
cone of Xi, as depicted in Figure 2.
Now let gi : Wi → X be the blowup of X along Zi with exceptional locus Gi. Then
g∗i Li = (figi)
∗A+ g∗i (4Hj −Gi)
= (figi)
∗A+ B + Gi
where B is the class of the proper transform of the zero-set of a section of 4Hj − F .
Now zero-sets of sections of 4Hj −F are proper transforms on X of pullbacks from P3 of
quartic surfaces containing the curve Γ. These surfaces cut out Γ scheme-theoretically, so
the base locus of the class 4Hj−F is precisely Zi, and moreover divisors in this class have
no common normal directions along Zi. Hence when we blow up, the proper transform
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B becomes basepoint-free. So we conclude that
Xi = ProjR(X,Li) = ProjR(Wi, g
∗
i Li) = ProjR(Wi, (figi)
∗A+ B)
where the second equality comes from the fact that throwing out the exceptional divisor
Gi does not affect Proj. In other words we get Xi by blowing up along Wi and then
taking the contraction ϕ determined by the semi-ample line bundle (figi)
∗A + B. It
remains to understand which curves are contracted by ϕ, and to show that ϕ∗B, which
is the proper transform of 4Hj − F , remains basepoint-free.
A curve C ⊂Wi is contracted by ϕ if and only if ((figi)∗A) ·C = B ·C = 0. Since A is
ample on the base of the flopping contraction, the first equality can only hold if figi(C) is
a point: in other words if C is contracted by gi or if gi(C) is a multiple of a curve of class
li−f . If C is contracted by gi then C ·Gi < 0, and hence B ·C = g∗i (4Hj−F ) ·C−F ·C =
0 − Gi · C > 0. So we can restrict attention to curves C such that gi(C) is a multiple
of li − f . Now the fiber of Zi → Γ over a point of Γ is the blowup of P3 at a point,
and the curves of class li are the lines through the origin. The normal bundle of Zi is
just the pullback of the normal bundle of Γ, so it restricts to the trivial bundle on each
of these fibers; therefore Gi is the trivial P1-bundle over Zi. If C ⊂ Gi is a curve such
that gi(C) is a multiple of li − f , then it lives inside the surface g−1gi(C) = P1 × P1;
restricting B to such a surface, we get a linear system of lines whose coordinate in the
second P1 is constant (specified by the normal direction of the corresponding quartic at
the corresponding point of Γ). So a curve C in such a surface with B · C = 0 must also
be a line with constant coordinate in the second P1. Contracting all such curves to get
X1, two disjoint sections of B map to two distinct points. So ϕ∗B remains basepoint-free
on X1, as required.
It is now simple to deduce the main result of this section. For clarity, we repeat the
assumptions on our linear system.
Corollary 7·9. Let Z = P3 × P3 and H the line bundle H1 +H2. Let V ⊂ |H| be a
very general linear system of dimension 4, with base locus C, and let X be the blowup of
Z along C. Then the movable cone conjecture holds for X.
Proof. By the previous proposition, the quotient map q : N1(X) → N1(X/P4) maps
the rational polyhedral cone Nef(X)e ∪ Nef(X1)e ∪ Nef(X2)e onto the covering domain
V = 〈3λ1 − λ2, 3λ2 − λ1〉. Hence the conditions of Theorem 5·6 are satisfied.
We can pass from Z to a general section without affecting the calculations above; this
yields two more cases of the conjecture. Recall that F (1, 3; 4) is isomorphic to a divisor
of type (1, 1) in P3 × P3. Let Z = F (1, 3; 4) or the complete intersection of two (1, 1)
divisors in P3 × P3. Let H be the restriction of H1 + H2 to Z. Let V ⊂ |H| be very
general linear system of dimension 3 or 2, respectively. We conclude the following:
Corollary 7·10. The cone conjecture holds for X.
Proof. All the calculations of the previous case carry over unchanged to these two
cases. Note that in these cases X = f−1(Λ) where f : BlC(P3 × P3) → P4 is the fiber
space from the previous case, and Λ ⊂ P4 is a linear subspace of codimension 1 or 2.
Since all the flops and pseudo-automorphisms in the previous case happen over the base,
everything restricts to these subvarieties. In particular, in each case X has two SQMs X1
and X2 obtained by flopping curves of class l1 − f and l2 − f .
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All that needs to be checked is that the nef cones from the previous example do indeed
restrict to the nef cones of the SQMs X, X1 and X2. For X this is proved in Theorem
4·1. For the Xi, we just need to verify that the same curve classes exist on X. For the
classes li and f − li this is clear. For 3li+ l+ j−4f , we have to ensure that the curves on
BlC(P3×P3) in this class that we constructed in the previous case can be forced to lie on
X. Taking proper transforms on P3×P3, such a curve Γ has Γ · (H1 +H2) = 4. However,
the deformation theory argument above showed that such a curve could be chosen to
pass through 5 assigned points in S = P1 × P3. Taking 4 points to be the intersection
points S ∩ C with the base curve, and the fifth to be any point of S ∩ Z, we get that Γ
must be contained in any (1, 1)-divisor containing Z. Since Z is cut out by (1, 1)-divisors
in both cases, this shows Γ ⊂ Z, as required.
7·4. P1 × P1 × P1 × P1
Finally, we verify the movable cone conjecture for a variety of higher Picard rank. This
example has two interesting differences from the others we have studied. First, the K3
surface occurring as the generic fiber of our fibration has Picard rank 4, and this allows
for a more complicated non-abelian automorphism group. Second, we do not invoke the
Global Torelli theorem to find automorphisms of the K3 surface: instead we obtain them
from certain elliptic fibrations on the surface.
Our setup is as follows. Let Z = P1×P1×P1×P1. Take a general 2-dimensional linear
subsystem V ⊆ |H|, where H = − 12KZ = O(1, 1, 1, 1). Then Bs(V ) is a smooth curve C
of multidegree (6, 6, 6, 6) and genus 13. Let X be the blowup of Z along C. So there is a
morphism pi : X → P2 with generic fiber a K3 surface Xη.
We fix the following notation: for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 let pii : X → P1 be the projections, and
Hi the pullback by pii of OP1(1). Let F be the exceptional divisor of the blowup along C.
Now we study the movable cone of X. As usual, the first step to understand the nef
cone of the surface Xη. First note that ρ(Xη) = ρ(X)−1 = 4, since there are no reducible
members in the linear system − 12KX . For each i, the line bundle Li = (Hi)|Xη gives a
basepoint-free linear system on Xη with L
2
i = 0: that is, each Li defines an elliptic
fibration pi : Xη → P1. Moreover, by calculating products of the form Hi ·Hj · (
∑
kHk)
2
in CH∗(X), we find that the intersection matrix of Pic(Xη) with respect to the basis Li
is 
0 2 2 2
2 0 2 2
2 2 0 2
2 2 2 0
 (∗)
Proposition 7·11. Fix any ample divisor H on Xη. Then Nef(Xη)e is the rational
hull P+ of the positive cone P = {x ∈ N1(Xη) | x2 > 0 and x ·H > 0}.
Proof. For any K3 surface S, the nef cone Nef(S) is defined inside the closed positive
cone P by the hyperplanes dual to classes of (−2)-curves on S. Using the matrix (∗) to
compute the self-intersection of classes on Xη we get(∑
i
aiLi
)2
= 4
∑
i 6=j
aiaj
so there are no (−2)-classes.
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So all the extremal rays of Nef(Xη)
e correspond to elliptic pencils. There are infinitely
many of these, because the intersection form defines a projective quadric threefold with
a rational point, hence infinitely many. This implies (for example by Sterk [St]) that the
automorphism group of Xη must be infinite. We get a supply of automorphisms from the
four elliptic fibrations pi of Xη; let us now study these fibrations in more detail.
To fix notation let us consider the fibration p1. Each of L2, L3, L4 restricts to a divisor
of degree 2 on C1, so the divisors Li − Lj (for i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4}) have degree 0. Translation
by each of these elements gives an automorphism of C1, hence of Xη. Let us denote these
automorphisms by τ1ij .
Let us write down the matrix of τ132 acting on Pic(Xη) in the basis {L1, . . . , L4}. We
calculate this matrix by using the formula for the action of Pic0(C1) on Pic(C1): an
element y ∈ Pic0(C1) acts by
x 7→ x+ deg x · y
and so this extends to an action on Pic(Xη) by the formula
x 7→ x+ (x · Ci) · y +m(x, y)F
where F is the class of a fiber and m(x, y) is an integer that we can calculate by using
the fact that automorphism preserve self-intersection number.
Applying this with y = L3 −L2, and x = Li (for i = 1, . . . , 4) we find that τ132 acts by
the matrix
M132 =

1 2 6 4
0 −1 −2 −2
0 2 3 2
0 0 0 1

As well as translations, we also have automorphisms hij of Xη coming from hyperelliptic
involutions. Again to fix notation we consider the fibration p1. There is a hyperelliptic
involution of C1 fixing L2: computing the action of this involution on Pic(Xη) we get the
matrix
H12 =

1 0 2 2
0 1 2 2
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

By symmetry, if we consider the other elliptic fibrations pi and the automorphisms τ
i
jk
and hij arising from them, we just get a conjugate of these matrices by the appropriate
permutation matrix. Therefore the image of Aut(Xη) in GL(N
1X(Xη)) contains the
group
G = 〈M132, H12 , S4〉
where S4 is the group of 4× 4 permutation matrices.
Proposition 7·12. The group G acts on Nef(Xη)e with rational polyhedral covering
domain
V = 〈Li,
∑
k
Lk − 2Li〉 (i = 1 . . . , 4)
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Proof. The idea is similar to the construction of Dirichlet domains in hyperbolic ge-
ometry, although a cruder version suffices here.
For any subset S ⊂ G and any x ∈ P = Int(Nef(Xη)e), define
D(x, S) =
{
y ∈ P | x · y ≤ x · gy ∀ g ∈ S} .
This is a closed convex cone inside P . We observe the following:
• If S ⊂ T then D(x, T ) ⊂ D(x, S). In particular, D(x,G) ⊂ D(x, S) for any subset
S ∈ G
• D(x,G) is a fundamental domain for the action of G on P ;
Putting these together, we see that to prove the proposition it suffices to find a finite
subset S ⊂ G and a point x ∈ P such that DSx equals V .
To do this we use computer calculations. In more detail, we take the generating set
{M132, H12 , S4} for G, and we define G(k) ⊂ G to be the set of all words of length k in
these elements and their inverses. For small values of k, the computer algebra system
Sage [Sa] is able to compute the cone D
G(k)
x for a given x ∈ P . We find that with
x = L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 and k = 2, we have D
G(2)
x = V as required. For the Sage code
used to compute the cone, see [Br].
Corollary 7·13. The variety X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5·6. Hence the
Cone Conjecture is true for X.
Proof. Again we need to cover the cone V above by nef cones of SQMs of X. To do
this, let us decompose V as
V = V0 ∪ V1 · · · ∪ V4
where the Vi are simplicial cones defined as follows: V0 is the simplicial cone spanned by
the Li, and for i = 1, . . . , 4 the cone Vi is the span of the face of V opposite Li together
with the vector
∑
k 6=i Lk − Li.
Now V0 is covered by Nef(X)
e. Let us show how to cover Vi. Flopping the locus of
curves on X of class li−e, we obtain an SQM Xi of X. We claim that Nef(Xi)e maps onto
Vi. To check this, first note that Nef(Xi)
e contains the classes Lj for j 6= i, so it remains
only to show that
∑
k 6=i Lk − Li is in the image of Nef(Xi)e. Indeed,
∑
k 6=i Lk − Li, is
mapped onto by the class the class Di = 2
∑
k 6=iHi − F = − 12KX + (
∑
k 6=iHk − Hi);
to see this class is basepoint-free on Xi we can use the same argument as in Proposition
7·8.
Finally it remains to show that Nef(Xi)
e is rational polyhedral. In fact we claim that
Nef(Xi)
e is simplicial, spanned by the basepoint-free classes − 12KX , Hj (j 6= i), and
Di. All of these classes are basepoint-free on Xi, so this is a lower bound for the nef
cone; to prove it equals the nef cone, we need to show that the dual cone is spanned
by effective curves. It is straightforward to calculate that the dual cone is spanned by
li, f − li, and li + lj − 2f for j 6= i. The first class is clearly effective; the second is
the class of a contracted curve in the cocenter of the flop. To see that the third type
of class is effective, observe that it is the class of the proper transform a curve of type
(1, 1) in a surface Sij ⊂ (P1)4 (a section of the (i, j)th projection piij : (P1)4 → P1 × P1)
which intersects the base curve C in two points (counted with multiplicity). To see that
such curves exist, observe that any two points in P1 × P1 are joined by a (1, 1) curve, so
it is enough to find a surface Sij intersecting C in at least two points. For this, notice
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that C has genus 13, whereas if pikl is any projection onto a factor P1 × P1, then pikl(C)
has bidegree (6, 6), hence by adjunction it has arithmetic genus 12 (4 · 6 + 4 · 6 + 2) = 25,
and therefore must have singular points. Now let {k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4} \ {i, j}, let p be
any singular point of pikl(C), and let Sij = pi
−1
kl (p); then Sij intersects C in at least two
points (counted with multiplicity).
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